
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are going to prepare a little 

talk on a tourist destination for 

your classmates. Use this 

worksheet to get ideas what to 

talk about and some things to 

bring to class for your talk. 

Destination(s) 

- What is/are the destination(s) 

that people can visit? 

People  

- What’re the people like? 

(friendly / generous / easy-going / 

hospitable / mean / loud …) 

Transport 

-Name some means of transportation 

that can be used to get to the 

destination(s)? 

(a cab / a train / a coach / a plane..) 

Season: 

-What’s the 

best season to 

travel there? 

(spring / 

summer/ fall / 

winter) 

Activities 

-What are the activities that people 

can do there? 

(go sightseeing / skiing / visiting 

museums / hiking …) 

Accommodation  

-What is/are the best place(s) to stay 

in? 

(hotel / apartment / tent / caravan) 

Weather 

What is the weather like there? 

(warm / mild / cold / snowy / 

windy/ sunny ….) 

Place(s) to avoid 

-Is/Are there place(s) that should be 

avoided? 

Recommendations 

- Things people need to pack in 

advance and the type of clothes. 

(a passport / a credit card / money/ 

a mobile phone / a guidebook /a 

map /food & water / sickness pills..) 

What can people learn? 

-Can you name some new things 

people can learn there? 

Language(s) 

-What 

language(s) do 

people speak 

in that/those 

place(s)? 

 

Kilometers 

-If you go by car, how many 

kilometers will it take you to arrive 

there? 
 

Bring some photos, items, a map or……… 
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